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ABSTRACT 

The theory of three wave mixing and Thomson scattering in plasmas, is reexamined in 
the low temperature limit with a kinetic model, giving a more complete description of 
Thomson scattering in this limit. Errors in the traditional fluid approach to three wave 
mixing and scattering are identified and a new corrected fluid approach is given. These 
corrections to the theory may have important consequences for the analysis of collective 
Thomson scattering experiments, such as fast ion diagnostics, and for the assessment 
of the feasibility of certain measurements. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Theoretical models of Thomson scattering in plasmas at frequencies which are not large 
relative to the plasma frequency rely, among other things, on an accurate description 
of three wave mixing in plasmas. Thomson scattering experiments making use of waves 
with frequencies in this range include fast ion diagnostics and various fluctuation and 
magnetic field diagnostics, but generally exclude traditional electron temperature diag
nostics. 

In this paper the theory of three wave mixing and Thomson scattering in plasmas, both 
unmagnetized and magnetized, is reexamined in the low temperature limit, giving a 
more complete description of scattering in this limit and reconciling the results derived 
from fluid and from kinetic descriptions of the plasma. 

In many applications the dielectric response of plasmas is considered in the linear ap
proximation. There is, however, a small non-linear part to the dielectric response, 
which gives rise to interaction between linearly independent waves. To lowest order in 
the non-linear terms this interaction results in three wave mixing which includes Thom
son scattering. In Thomson scattering an incident wave interacts either with another 
macroscopic wave or with microscopic (e.g. thermal) fluctuations in the plasma, and 
thereby sets up an additional current, the source current, which drives a third wave, the 
scattered wave. 

Given the source current, expressions for the scattered field and for the power received 
by a receiving antenna located outside the plasma have been obtained by a number 
of authors including SIMONICH and YEll (1972), BRETZ (1987), HUGHES and SMITH 
(1989) and BINDSLEV (1991). This part of the theory appears to be adequately devel
oped for the Thomson scattering experiments envisaged at present. 

Expressions for the source current were traditionally derived using a fluid description of 
the plasma (AKHIEZER et al., 1962 and 1967, and SITENKO, 1967). Recently AAMODT 
and RUSSELL (1992) derived the leading terms and some of the secondary terms enter
ing the expression for the source current in the low temperature limit using a kinetic 
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description of the plasma. Their expression, including the leading terms, is at variance 
with the traditional fluid result. Here we present the complete expression for the source 
current in the low temperature limit derived with a kinetic plasma model, confirming 
the leading terms found by AAMODT and RussELL. Our kinetic result is thus also at 
variance with the traditional fluid result. It is shown that the discrepancy is due to fun
damental errors in the nonlinear terms of the traditional fluid description. It is further 
demonstrated that when these errors are corrected the fluid approach yields the same 
expression for the source current as the kinetic approach, confirming the correctness of 
the new expression for the source current in the low temperature limit. 

The changes to the theory of three wave mixing and Thomson scattering resulting from 
the new expression for the source current can have important consequences for analyzing 
results from scattering experiments and indeed for judging the feasibility of certain 
measurements. As demonstrated elsewhere [BINDSLEV,1991] a modelling appropriate 
for JET's collective Thomson scattering diagnostic [CosTLEY et al., 1988] will often 
require that relativistic effects be included. A tractable relativistic theory of three wave 
mixing is, however, still under development. 

In Section 2 of this paper we give a detailed kinetic treatment of three wave mixing 
of macroscopic waves and derive the source current resulting from the interaction of 
macroscopic waves. Our approach is entirely different from that adopted by AAMODT 
and RUSSELL (1992) and thus complements and extends their kinetic treatment. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we establish where the traditional fluid approach breaks down and how 
it may be remedied. In Section 5 the expression for the source current is generalized to 
account for the interaction between a macroscopic wave and microscopic fluctuations. 
The source current expressions are combined with previous work in Section 6 to give the 
equation of transfer for a scattering system, together with the scattering cross section. 
The findings of this paper are summed up in Section 7. 

2 KINETIC MODEL 

In this section we investigate three wave mixing of macroscopic waves in a collision
less plasma using a kinetic model. Both unmagnetized and magnetized plasmas are 
considered. 

In a collisionless plasma the dynamics of the electron momentum distribution, f(p, r, t), 
are governed by the Vlasov equation: 

Bj Bj Bj 
at + v. ar + qe(E + v X B). Bp = 0 , (1) 

where v = pj(rme), 1 = Jl + p2 /(mec)2, p = IPI, and me and qe are the electron 
rest mass and charge respectively. The macroscopic electromagnetic fields, E(r, t) and 
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B(r, t) are governed by Maxwell's equations, 

\7xE 

\7xB 

aB 
at 

( 
aE aP) flo Eo-+-
at &t 

with the plasma current, aP jat, given by 

aP J at = qe vf dp. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

We note that the expressions (2a), (2b) and (2c) are all linear. The non-linearity 
of the dielectric response of a collisionless plasma is entirely due to the third term 
in the Vlasov equation (1). The set of equations (1) to (2c) has a set of time and 
space independent solutions, f( 0 l(p ), E(o) and B(o), corresponding to a stationary and 
homogeneous plasma. For each of these solutions there is a frame of reference in which 
E(o) = 0. In this frame we seek new solutions as small perturbations to the time and 
space independent solutions: 

f(p, r, t) 

E(r, t) 

B(r, t) 

j(0l(p) + f( 1l(p, r, t) + j(2l(p, r, t) + 

E(ll(r, t) 

+ B(1l(r, t) 

+ E(2l(r, t) 

+ B(2l(r, t) 

+ 

+ 

(3) 

Here the upper index indicates the order of the perturbation, so on introducing 8 as the 
perturbation variable we have j(ll ex 8, j(2l ex 82 , etc .. 

The fact that Maxwell's equations, (2a) and (2b ), and the expression for the plasma 
current, (2c), are linear and that they hold for any value of 8 implies that they hold for 
each perturbation order, n, individually: 

\7 X E(n) 
aB(n) 

(4a) ---
at 

\7 X B(n) ( aE(nl ap(n)) 
flo Eo--+--

at &t 
(4b) 

ap(n) 
qe J vj(n) dp · ( 4c) 

at 
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To zeroth order in 8 the Vlasov equation reads 

(5) 

which has solutions of the form 

(6) 

corresponding to gyrotropic distributions. The first order equation is the familiar lin
earized Vlasov equation, which describes linear wave propagation: 

8j(O) 
Cj(ll = -F(t) · -- . 

8p 

Here we have introduced the linear operator, £, 

8! 8! 0 8f 
.Cf = - + v ·- + q(v x B( l) ·- , at ar 8p 

(7) 

(8) 

and the shorthand notation, F(n), for the force the fields E(n) and B(n) exert on an 
electron moving with velocity v, 

(9) 

Let the waves [j(Ia), E(Ia), B(Ia)] and [j(Ib), E(lb), B(Ih)] be two independent solutions 
to Maxwell's equations and the linearized Vlasov equation. For brevity we will refer to 
these solutions as [1a] and [1 b], and similarly for other solutions. We note that the sum 
is also a solution to this set of equations and that within this set there is no coupling 
between the two solutions. Bilinear coupling between linear waves and thus scattering 
in the first Born approximation is accounted for by the second order equation: 

8j(O) 8j(1) 
£f(2) = -F(2). --- F(ll. --. 

8p 8p 
(10) 

Assume that in the linear approximation the two waves [1a] and [lb] coexist in the 
plasma. Noting that equation (10) is linear in second order quantities we can con
struct a second order solution as a sum of three elements, [2a] = [j(2a), E(2a), B(2a)], 
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[2b] = [!(2b), E(2b), B(2b)] and [2a] = [f(2a), E(2a), B(2al], where each element satisfies 
Maxwell's equations, ( 4a) and ( 4b ), with the associated plasma current given by ( 4c) 
with n = 2a, 2b, 2c. Elements [2a] and [2b] satisfy the second order Vlasov equation 
with no cross terms in the linear wave quantities: 

fJj(O) fJj(lo) 
£j(2o) _ -F(2o). ___ F(lo). ------=--

- ap ap ' a= a, b; (11) 

while the equation for element [2a] includes only cross terms in the linear wave quanti
ties: 

fJj(O) fJj(lb) fJj(la) 
£j(2a) = -F(2a). ___ F(la). ___ F(lb). __ . 

ap ap ap (12) 

Elements [2a] and [2b] are the second order modifications to the linear waves [1a] and 
[1b] respectively while [2a] is a new wave resulting from the bilinear interaction between 
the linear waves [1a] and [1b]. This is the first Born approximation to the scattered 
wave. 

Noting that the left hand side and the first term on the right hand side of equation (12) 
are identical to the linearized Vlasov equation, the electromagnetic field of the scattered 
wave may be found from the inhomogeneous wave equation1 

(14) 

The source current, ja ( ka, wa), is given by 

(15) 

and fa(p,ka,wa) is the Fourier-Laplace transform of r(p,r,t), which satisfies the 
relation: 

1 In this paper a spatial Fourier transform and a temporal Laplace transform are used: 

A(r, t) = 1 joo+iv 1 --
4 

A(k,w)ei(kr-wt) dkdw, 
(27r) -oo+iv R 3 

(13a) 

A(k, w) = {oo { A(r, t)e-i(kr-wt) drdt . 
Jo JR3 (13b) 

The Fourier-Laplace transform, A(k,w), is defined for complex w with a sufficiently large imaginary 
part, Wim, that the integral overt in (13b) exists. This defines the contours to be taken in any other 
integrations in the definition of the transform when the analytic continuation of A(k, w) to the rest of 
the domain of w is required. 
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fJj(lb) fJj(la) 
£F' = -F(la) . --- F(lb). -- . 

fJp fJp 
(16) 

A(k, w) is the wave tensor, 

(17) 

where N = ikic/w is the refractive index, k = k/lkl is the unit wave vector and e(k,w) 
is the dielectric tensor. 

Given the source current, Y, the field E(2a) of the scattered wave can be found from 
equation (14) (see e.g. BINDSLEV (1991)). To find the source current we first ob
tain j"" (p, k"", w"") from equation (16). This can, for instance, be done by integrating 
equation (16) along characteristics (see e.g. CARRIER and PEARSON, 1976 for a general 
discussion of this method) followed by a Fourier-Laplace transform over space and time. 
Alternatively, the Fourier-Laplace transformation may be carried out first and followed 
by an integration over the azimuthal angle of p. Details of this approach as applied to 
the present problem may be found in BINDSLEV (1992) starting at equation (7.25) on 
page 112. The result is 

-i{3 sin 4> 00 

JO"( k"" a) _ e !a -iO!T { i{Jsin(I/>-T)Q( ,1.. k"" "")} d p, ,w - / e e . Pll,PJ..,<p-T, ,w r, 
We / 0 

(18) 

where We = -qeB(O) /me is the angular electron cyclotron frequency, 

v11k~- w"" 
(19) 

We// 

v1..kr 
(20) 

We// ' 
(3 

and 

(21) 
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with 

(22) 

Pil and Pl.. are the parallel and perpendicular components of p relative to B(o), and 
similarly for other vectors. <jJ is the azimuthal angle of pin the coordinate system where 
z = B<0l /JB<0 lj and ka = k~x + kiTz. 

In the unmagnetized case r is given by 

f a( ka a) -zqe Q( ka a) 
p, 'w = wa - v . ka p, 'w . (23) 

For both the magnetized and the unmagnetized case the definition of the Fourier
Laplace transform, ( 13a) and ( 13b ), ensures that the integration over p in expression 
(15) follows a contour corresponding to the causal solution. 

Expression (15) for the source current with r given by (18) or (23) is fully relativis
tic. We note that in a relativistic treatment of three wave mixing and scattering the 
full details of the momentum distributions of the interacting waves, [la.] and [1b], are 
required. 

In the subsequent analysis in this paper we will assume certain limitations on the mo
mentum distribution f( 2a) which allow the source current, Y, to be expressed solely 
in terms of the zeroth and first order moments of f(ta) and J(tb). These assumptions 
effectively amount to limiting the scope of the theory to a. low temperature plasma. 

We include a separate derivation for unma.gnetized plasmas because of the insight this 
affords without the extensive algebra required for the magnetized case. 

2.1 Unmagnetized Plasma 

In this subsection the plasma. is assumed to be unrnagnetized, i.e. B(O) = 0. We 
further assume that r is significant only for values of v and v = lvl which satisfy the 
inequalities 

~ 1' (24) 
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v 
- ~ 1. 
c 

(25) 

Although these limitations are only directly imposed on fa, they will in most cases only 
be satisfied if similar conditions are imposed on J(la), J(lb) and f(o), implying a cold 
plasma. With (24) and (25) satisfied we can make use of the following expansions: 

1 
(26) 

(27) 

Retaining only terms which after partial integration are of zeroth and first order in v, 
the source current integral (15) contains the following terms: 

J 8JU> 
q2 vE(i) . -- dp 

e 8p 

where 

and (i,j) = (1a,1b), (1b,1a). 

•(i) 
J 

_.i:_j(j) X B(i) ' 

me 

J f(i)dp' 

qe J vj(i) dp, 

Inserting ( 28a) to ( 28c) in the expression for the source current we find: 
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(28a) 

(28b) 

(28c) 

(29) 

(30) 



~~~a J { qe (E(la)n(lb) + E(lb)n(la)) (31) 

+ E(la)j(lb) . ka + j(lb) E(la) . ka + E(lb)j(la) • ka + j(la) E(lb) . ka 

wt7 wt7 wa wa 

If one of the interacting waves, e.g. [1a], is monochromatic then the convolution inte
gral in the expression (31) for the source current can be eliminated. Assume that all 
quantities relating to wave [1a] have the form: 

A(la)(r, t) = A(la') exp {i (ka · r- wat)} + c.c .. (32) 

The expression for the source current then takes the form Y = y- + ja+ where 

(33) 

•(!b) ka E(la') ka •(la') ka E(lb) ka 
( ')J . •( b) . ( )J . ( ') . + E Ia + J 1 + E lb + j la 

wa wa wa wa 

+ j(lb) X B(la') + j(la') X B(lb)} , 

and the quantities associated with wave [1b] are evaluated at the wavevector kb = ka -ka 

and frequency wb = wa -wa. y+ is similar in form to ja-, the main difference being that 
the quantities associated with [1b] are evaluated at the sum wave vector kb = ka + ka 

and sum frequency wb = wa + wa. Terms of the type y+ are usually neglected when 
analysing scattering. Whether this is permissible clearly depends on the spectrum of 
the wave [1b]. 

2.2 Magnetized Plasma 

We now allow the plasma to be magnetized, i.e. B(O) =I= 0. Here we assume that r IS 

significant only for values of v which satisfy the inequalities 

v 

c 
(34) - <t: 1, 
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vii kiT 
~ 1 . s E Z, (35) 

Wa + SWc ' 

VJ.k~ 
~ 

We 
1 . (36) 

s takes on all integer values ( Z is the set of all integers, positive and negative). Although 
these limitations are only directly imposed on r' they will in most cases only be satisfied 
if similar conditions are imposed on j(la), J(lb) and J(o), implying a cold plasma. We 
will refer to the terms on the left hand sides of equations (34), (35) and (36) as the 
small terms. 

These assumptions are similar to those made by AAMODT and RUSSELL (1992) in their 
derivation of the expression for the source current. The approach adopted here is, how
ever, entirely different to that taken by AAMODT and RussELL, and thus complements 
their derivation. Care is taken to make explicit all important steps in the derivation and 
expose the points in the derivation where the assumptions (34) to (36) are required. 

With the assumptions made above, the expression for the source current, Y, can be 
expanded in velocity. As in the unmagnetized case we retain only terms of zeroth and 
first orders in velocity in the final result. 

To expand the expression for Y in v we begin by expanding equation (18) in powers of 
velocity. To this end it is convenient to cast (18) in a slightly different form. We note 
that the part enclosed in braces in equation (18) is periodic in rover 27r. This part can 
therefore be expanded in a Fourier series 

00 1 {2-rr 
ei{3sin(¢-r)QC¢ _ r) = I: eisr_ Jo ei{3sin(¢-r'>Q(¢ _ r')e-isr' dr'. 

s=-oo 27r 0 

(37) 

To reduce the length of equations we have omitted showing explicitly that Q depends 
on Pll' Pl., ka and wa. Inserting (37) in (18), integrating over r and replacing r' with r, 
gives 

e-i{3sin¢ 00 1 1 1211" r = L . -:) ei{3sin(¢-r)Q( ¢- r )e-isT dr . (38) 
We/! s=-ooz(a-s)~rr o 

Here we have made use of the fact that arm < 0, from which it follows that 

roo e-i(a-s)r dr = [-e---,-_ i(_a--s)_r l 00 

Jo -z( a - s) 
0 

1 

i(a- s) 

When conditions (34) and (35) are satisfied we may expand -i/(a- s) in vii, 
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(39) 

and when conditions (34) and (36) are satisfied we have 

· . iv1_ka 
e•/3sm(4>-T) ::::::: 1 + __ .L sin(¢>- T) + ... (40) 

We 

Inserting (39) and ( 40) in expression (38) for fa, retaining only first order terms in v, 
and inserting the result in expression ( 15) we find that to first order in the small terms 
the source current is given by 

(41) 

Here it was assumed that z = B(o) jjB<0 lj and ka = k~x + krrz. 

Since the integrand in ( 41) is periodic in ¢> over 27r, the interval over which the <P
integration runs, it follows that ¢> may be replaced by ¢> + T. Expression ( 41) then takes 
the form 

where 

Qe f: i J dp {
2

Jr dT R( T) · V 

27r s=-oo Wa + SWc lo 

{ 

COST 

R( T) = si~ T 

- Slll T 

COST 

0 

For convenience we introduce the following set of pseudo tensors: 

11 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 



which are given explicitly by 

11 = { ~ ~ ~ } e = { ~ 1 ~ ~ } , = { ~ ~ ~ } c 45) 
000 0 00 001 

This permits R( T) to be written as R( T) = cos T1]- sin re + (. €jjk is the standard 
Levi-Civita symbol ( €ijkajbk = {a x b} ;). 

On integrating ( 42) over r we find 

(46) 

where 

1 lo27r . - R( T )e-tsr dr 
271' 0 

and 

R(2) 1 1211" . - R( T) sin( 1> + T )e-tsr dr 
271' 0 

{ 

( • "' ( ir/> ( -ir/> } vos Sln '!-' 02se - V-2se 
? + 4' 1] 
~ 1 

-oos cos'!-' v2se v-2se c v1 5 e - u-1se ( . 
{ 

( "' ( irj> + ( -ir/> } ( irj> ( -ir/> 

+ 2 + 4 '+ 2i 

Summing over s in ( 46) and writing the result in component form with implicit sum
mation over repeated indices we find 
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).'! = qeWe J dp Q("') ([1 + ik~vyl T(lcx) + kiTvz T-(1{3) _ ik~vk T(2k)) v· (47) 
l w(J 'f' We IJ wa t) We t) J 

where 

00 

1 R(t) 
1 + sn l) 

s=-oo 

1 in 
1 - !12 T/ij - 1 - !12 ~ij + (ij ; (48) 

T(tfJl 
lJ 

~ 1 R(l) 

s~oo (1 + s!1)2 IJ 

(49) 

00 

V.L L 1 R(2) 

1 + sn ' s=-OCI 

T(2kl 
l) (50) 

and n = We/ Wa, Vx = V .L COS</>, Vy 

integrals of the form 
v .L sin</> and Vz vii. Equation ( 4 7) contains 

Integrating by parts with respect top; and noting that 8F;j8p; = 0 we find 

J
og 

I = - op; F;J dp . 

These integrals contain terms of the form 
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1 (' T(la) T(la)) 
- U12 ij Vj + Vy il 
me 

1 ( (2) (2)) 
- Tilj + Tijl Vj. 
me 

Here, making use of condition (34), we have neglected terms of second and higher order 
in v /c. Partial integration of equation ( 4 7) thus gives 

·a 
); 

iq; J d J dk dw (p,(la)J(lb) + p,(lb)j(la)) 
a p (2 )4 I I mew 7r 

(51) 

+ kiT [8. T(IfJ) + 8 T(lfJ)] - ikf [r(2) + r.<2))} v ·) 
]3 zl 13 IJ zJI ziJ J Wa We 

Noting that T(Ia) is simply related to the cold plasma susceptibility tensor, xa = x(wa), 
associated with the scattered wave, [2a], 

2 
a wP T(la) 

Xij = - (wa)2 ij ' 
(52) 

and introducing the rank three pseudo tensor 

,ra w; ( , , ) {ikfc [' T(la) _ T(2)] + kijc, 'T'(l{J)} 
.. /l .. ijl = - (wap bja 01b + {JiaUjb -:;;:- 0 a2 zb zab Wa 0a31bl (53) 

equation (51) can be written 
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·a 
)j 

-iwa co J dk dw J d [(E(la) B(la)) j(lb) 
n(O) (211")4 P 1 +EimnVm n 

+ (E(tb) + f v B(tb)) j(ta)] (x': + X?". Vj) 
I lmn m n sl •JI c 

Integrating over p and retaining only terms up to first order in v, we find 

·a 
)j 

where 

-iwa co J dk dw { a [ (lb) E(la) (la) E(lb) 
(o) -(? )4 Xi! n I + n I n ~11" 

+ E (v(tb) B(ta) + v<ta) B(tb)) ] 
lmn m n m n 

+ V?". ~ (-(lb)E(la) + _(la)E(lb)) } 
"'I..IJI VJ I VJ I c 

j J(a) dp, 

j Vjj(a) dp. 

(54) 

(55) 

(56a) 

(56b) 

y(a) is the electron flux associated with the momentum perturbation J(a) and should 
not be confused with a fluid velocity. It is important to note that both the tensors Xij 

and X[jk are evaluated with the frequency, wa and, in the case of X[jk, the wave vector, 
ka, of the scattered wave. 

If one of the interacting waves, e.g. [1a], is monochromatic then the convolution integral 
in the expression (55) for the source current can be eliminated. Assuming that all 
quantities relating to wave [1a] have the form (32) (see also discussion of expression 
(33)), the expression for the source current then takes the form 

·a 
)j 

. a-
-zw co { _a [ (I b) E(la') + (la') E(lb) 

n<o) Ail n 1 n 1 (57) 

+ (-(lb)B(la') + -v(la')B(lb)) ] 
flmn Vm n m n 

+ X a 1 (-(lb)E(la') + _(la')E(lb)) } 
ijl-;; vj 1 vj 1 

Equations (55) and (57) are the expressions for the source current in the low temperature 
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limit, derived on the basis of the kinetic plasma model. The terms in expression (57) 
involving the susceptibility tensor X17 are identical to those found by AAMODT and 
RussELL (1992). For the remainder of the terms, AAMODT and RusSELL introduce a 
number of additional simplifications, making it difficult to compare the terms in (57) 
involving Xf;k with their result. 

3 TRADITIONAL FLUID APPROACH 

The expression for the source current used most widely, explicitly or implicitly, is that 
derived by AKHIEZER et al. (1962 and 1967) and SITENKO (1967) on the basis of the 
cold fluid equations. Their expression for the source current of the scattered field in a 
magnetized plasma is 

·a 
]; 

· a { (lb) a zw E(Ia) (Ia) n . q w a (Ia) B(Ib) 
-- . x·· -- - z----x·IXk· Elk 47r ) I) no ffieC w2 ' J m m 

p 

(58) 

(1 b) 17 

1ll (W a [kac c ka + -- --Xik .k 0 ]1 - 0 kj I wa wa 

(wa)
2 

(la) ((k 17 k·a) c + c ka)] + (la)kac.)} - w; Xmj m - m 0 kl 0 mk 1 Xkj k 0 •1 

Here u is the fluid velocity 

-y(a) 

n 
(59a) 

n (59b) 

where n (a l and -y( a) are defined by expressions (56 a) and ( 56b) respectively. Note 
that Gaussian units are used in (58). The rectangular brackets in (58) are missing 
in SITENKO 's expression ( 11.5 ): this is clearly a misprint, but it has nevertheless been 
reproduced in a number of more recent articles. 

In the derivation of (58) AKHIEZER et al. and SITENKO ignore the difference between 
va /n and -ya j(n° + na) and consequently lose second order terms. Since scattering is 
due to second order terms this is not acceptable. The momentum equation from which 
they start (see SIT EN KO ( 1967) equation 11.1) also leaves out second order terms. For 
these reasons (58) is not the correct expression for the source current in the cold plasma 
limit. 2 In particular we note that the first term in (58), which represents scattering 

2 AKHIEZER et a/. ( 1967) also gave a derivation based on a kinetic model of an unmagnetized plasma. 
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due to density fluctuations, corresponds to the first term in equation (57) with the 
important substitution of waxa for WCT XCT' which means that in this term AKHIEZER 
et al. and SITENKO incorrectly use the plasma conductivity associated with wave [la] 
rather than that associated with the scattered wave [2a]. 

Their result has nevertheless been quoted widely and used for predicting the perfor
mances of diagnostics and for analyzing results, and the methods they employed may 
have been used for a range of other non-linear plasma phenomena. We shall therefore 
investigate their approach in detail to clarify where it goes wrong and how a fluid ap
proach may be applied correctly to the problem of three wave mixing and scattering in 
a plasma. To this end we need the details of the derivation of their result. This does 
not appear to be available in the literature, so we give it here. 

In the traditional fluid approach the expression for the source current of the scattered 
field is derived as follows. The total current associated with the electrons is given by 

(60) 

In the cold fluid approximation which neglects pressure terms and collisions the density, 
n, and fluid velocity, u, are governed by the continuity equation, 

an a{uin} 
Ft + ari = 

0 ' (61) 

and the momentum equation, 

(62) 

As in Section 2, solutions are sought to this set of equations as perturbations to a time 
and space independent solution, i.e. 

n(r,t) n(o) + n(ll(r, t) + n(2l(r, t) + 
u(r,t) u(ll(r, t) + u(2l(r,t) + 

E(ll(r, t) E( 2l(r, t) 
(63) 

E(r, t) + + 
B(r, t) B(O) + B(ll(r, t) + B( 2l(r, t) + 

This derivation unfortunately has some mistakes which bring the result into agreement with their incorrect 
fluid result. 
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corresponding to a homogeneous and stationary plasma where the equilibrium values of 
u and E both are identically zero. 

As in the kinetic treament in Section 2, inserting (63) in Maxwell's equations and 
equations ( 60), ( 61) and ( 62) results in a set of equations for each perturbation order 
which is linear in quantities of that order. We may therefore represent the first and 
second order solutions as a sum of the elements [la], [lb] and [2a], [2b], [2a] respectively, 
where the significance of each element is the same as in Section 2, and hence [2a] is 
the scattered wave which is found from the second order equations including only cross 
terms in first order quantities. 

The equations for [2a] are Maxwell's equations, the current equation, 

(64) 

and the second order momentum equation for u(2cr). 

3.1 U nmagnetized plasma 

First we consider an unmagnetizecl plasma, i.e. B(o) = 0. The momentum equation for 
u( 2cr) then takes the form 

8u( 2cr) (la)8u(lb) (tb)au(la) 
-::c---+u. -- + u. --

8t ' 8r; ' 8r; 

= ~ (E(2cr) + u(la) X B(lb) + u(lb) X B(la)) 
171e 

Note that because u(o) = 0 we do not need a separate equation for n(2cr). 

(65) 

Fourier transforming (64) and (65), assuming that wave [la] is monochromatic and of 
the form (32), and ignoring terms involving the sum frequency, one finds 

(66) 

(0) 
+ q~cr [ ( u(la') . kb) u(Ib) + ( u(Ib) . ka) u(la')] 

+ qe [n(la')u(lb) + n(lb)U(la')] . 
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The first term in this expression is the current driven by the scattered field itself. The 
rest of the terms make up the source current, j"', which drives the scattered wave. At 
this point AKHIEZER et al. consider the interaction of a monochromatic wave, [1a], with 
plasma fluctuations, [1 b]. They further assume that the fluctuations are electrostatic, 
implying that B(lb) = 0 and hence that the second term in (66) is identically zero. A 
further consequence of the electrostatic approximation is that u(Ib) II kb which makes 
it possible to solve for u(Ib) in the linearized continuity equation for wave [1b]: u(lb) = 

kbwbn(lb) J ( kb) 2 
n(o). Using this relation, Faraday's law, and the linearised momentum 

equation (the two latter for wave [1a]), the third, fourth and fifth terms in (66) take the 
form 

Making use of the continuity and momentum equations for wave [1a], the sixth term in 
( 66) takes the form 

while the seventh term can be written 

. 2 

qen(lb)U(la') = zqe a E(la')n(lb) . 

mew 

Collecting expressions (67), (68) and (69) the source current takes the form 

y- = ~ E(la') + ~ ka + kb n(Ib) . 
· 2 [ b (kb . E(la') ka. E(la') )] 

meW 3 
( kb) w(T W 3 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

This expression for the source current of the scattered field is identical to that given by 
AKHIEZER et al. (1967), page 144. 

In an isotropic medium transverse and longitudinal oscillations decouple. In the cold 
plasma approximation, although longitudinal oscillations exist, only transverse oscilla
tions propagate. In expression (70) one can isolate that part, j~, of the source current 
which is responsible for the scattering of a transverse wave [1a] into a transverse wave 
[2a]: 
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(71) 

Here E~a') is the component of E(la') which is perpendicular to ka. Expression (71) is 
identical to that given in SITENKO (1967), equation (10.13). 

For comparison with the result derived by the kinetic approach in the previous section 
we also give the expression for ja- without assuming that wave [1b] is purely electrostatic 
and retaining the symmetry between waves [1a] and [1b]: 

•a 
J (72) 

Here use has been made of the linearized momentum equations and the linearized current 
equations for waves [1a] and [1b]. 

Comparison of expression (72) with the kinetic expression (33) reveals a number of 
differences. In particular the first term, which is usually the most significant in Thomson 
scattering, differs in the two expressions by W

0 /wa. 

3.2 Magnetized plasma 

The traditional fluid derivation of the source current in a magnetized plasma follows 
the same lines as that of the unmagnetized case. Here we therefore only give those 
steps in the derivation for a magnetized plasma which differ from the derivation for an 
unmagnetized plasma. 

Expression ( 64) for j(2o-) is again the starting point. In the magnetized case the momen
tum equation ( 65) is modified to read 

8u(2o-) (la) &u(lb) (lb)&u(la) 
---+u -- + U· --at I Orj I 07'j 

(73) 

2.:3_ (E(2o-) + u(2o-) X B(o) + u(la) X B(lb) + u(lb) X B(la)) 

me 
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Fourier-Laplace transforming equation (73), assuming [la] is monochromatic and ig
noring terms involving the sum frequency, we find 

.!!::_ (E(2a) + u(la') X B(lb) + u(lb) X B(la')) 

me 
(74) 

where the tensor n has the form 

II . a;: B~ (0) 
ij = -zw Vij + WcEijk k , (75) 

The inverse of ll is related to the susceptibility associated with the scattered wave: 

. 2 
zwpn-1 
w" 

= xlT. (76) 

From expressions (64) and (74) one then finds that the source current for the scattered 
field in the magnetized case is given by 

_ zc:o (waxa. E(la')n(lb) + wbxb. E(lb)n(la')) 
n(O) 

- ico w" x" . ( u(la') X B(lb) + u(lb) X B(ta')) 

- coq~e wax" . [ u(la') (k" . u(lb)) + u(lb) (k" . u(la'))] 

(77) 

By using the linearized continuity equation, the linearized momentum equation, uFa') = 

-iwac:oxtEra') / qen(o), and Faraday's law, all for [la], expression (77) can be written as 

(78) 

This expression for the source current of the scattered field in a magnetized plasma 
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is identical to expression (20.3) in AKHIEZER et al. (1967) and expression (11.5) m 
SITENKO (1967), except that we have used SI units. 

The first term and the last term in (78) are symmetric with regard to the interchange 
of waves [1a] and [1b] which can be seen by noting that they stem from the two first 
terms in (77), or made explicit by rewriting the last term as 

. b 
_ · a ka.c. E{la') (lb) __ ZW Eo b E{lb) {la') 

ZEoXkl k 0 tm I um - n(O) Xij j n • (79) 

This term can therefore be interpreted as the interaction between the electric field 
fluctuations [1b] and the density perturbations associated with the incident wave [1a]. 
The assertion by AAMODT and RussELL (1992) p. 747 that the second term in their 
expression (10) is new is thus not correct. Like AAMODT and RUSSELL's result and our 
kinetic result, AKHIEZER et al. and SITENKO's fluid result for a magnetized plasma is 
symmetric with respect to interchange of waves [1a] and [1b]. This is not explicit in 
their final result (78), but it is evident in expression (77). 

The differences between the traditional fluid expression and the new kinetic expression 
are best appreciated by comparing expressions (77) and (57). We find that in the first 
two terms, representing scattering due to the interaction of electric fields with density 
perturbations (E(la')n(lb) and E(lb)n(la')), the factor wuxu in the kinetic expression (57) 
is replaced in the first and second terms of the traditional fluid expression (77) by 
waxa and wbxb respectively. In the third and fourth terms, representing interaction 
between particle fluxes and magnetic fields (v(lb) x B(la') and v{la') x B{lb)), we find 
complete agreement between the two results (the difference between vjn(o) and u is 
of higher order and not significant at this point). In the fifth and sixth terms we find 
considerable differences between the two expressions. 

While the differences are of minor practical importance to most laser scattering exper
iments, they are not negligible for the millimetre wave scattering experiments planned 
at JET [CosTLEY et al., 1988] and TFTR [WOSKOV et al., 1988], and from a theoretical 
point of view these discrepancies are clearly not satisfactory. 

4 CORRECTION OF THE FLUID APPROACH 

Since the fluid description has been used so extensively in the modelling of Thomson 
scattering it is of interest to see where the traditional approach goes wrong, and how 
the correct expression for the source current may be derived by the fluid approach. 

There are two main problems with the traditional fluid approach. To expose the first 
problem we write down the exact definitions of the fluid variables associated with each 
wave in terms of the momentum distribution of the plasma: 
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n (80a) 
a 

J J(a) dp' (SOb) 

u (81a) 
a 

(81b) 

We note that while n(a) depends only on f(a) this is not the case for u(a): through the 
division by n, u(a) depends on the density perturbations associated with all the other 
waves that are present in the plasma. 

The differences between the fluid velocities associated with a given wave but with dif
ferent sets of additional waves present is of second or higher order and it is therefore 
acceptable to ignore the differences in linear problems. Since the problem of scattering 
or three wave mixing is manifestly nonlinear, second order terms in the definition of the 
fluid velocity may not be ignored as is done in the traditional fluid approach. 

The second problem with the traditional fluid approach is that the pressure term, ww, 

ww = ~ jcv- u)(v- u)f dp, (82) 

in the momentum equation was ignored. While it may be acceptable at low temperatures 
to assume that the first order pressure term, ww(l), is small compared with the other 
terms in the linearized momentum equation, this is not the case for ww(2

) in relation to 
the other terms in the second order momentum equation, as will be shown in subsections 
4.1 and 4.2. Consequently, it may be acceptable to ignore the pressure term in linear 
problems but not in scattering and three wave mixing. 

To overcome the first problem we use the electron flux, v, 

L::v(a)' (83a) 
a 

v(a) J vf(a) dp' (83b) 
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as the second fluid variable instead of the fluid velocity, u. The second problem we 
overcome by including the pressure term in the momentum equation. This, of course, 
implies that the energy equation is required. Our basic set of equations are thus, in 
addition to Maxwell's equations; the current equation, 

j = q/v' (84) 

and the zeroth, first and second order moments of the Vlasov equation, 

a a 
~n+~vi =0 
ut uri 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

Here we have introduced the variables ViVj and ViVjVk defined analogously to vi: 

V(Vj L:v·v (a) 
I J ' 

(88a) 
a 

v·v·(a) 
I J J VjVjj(a) dp , (88b) 

VjVjVk L VjVjVk(a) (89a) 
a 

VjVjVk (a) J VjVjVkj(a) dp. (89b) 

To first perturbation order the moments (85), (86) and (87) of the Vlasov equation give 
the familiar linearized fluid equations. To find the source current we need the equations 
for the second order terms. Making use of (83a) we find for the current associated with 
wave [2a] 

(90) 

Comparing expression (90) with the traditional fluid expression (64) we find that already 
at this stage in the derivation there are significant differences. 
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4.1 Unmagnetized plasma 

We first consider an unmagnetized plasma where B(o) = 0. Making use of (83a) and 
(88a), and including, in addition to [20"] terms, only cross terms in first order quantities 
we find from ( 86) that 

a{-(2a)} 
VjVj qe E(2a) - +-n. 
arj me ' 

(91) 

We assume that vv(o), vv< 1 l and vvv<2a) are small compared with the other terms of 
zeroth, first and second order respectively. This essentially amounts to limiting the 
plasmas to low temperatures. With this set of assumptions we can close the set of 
equations for j(2a) with the energy equation for vv<2a). Retaining only second order 
terms it takes the form: 

~-.-(2a) = ~ (E(la) ·(lb) + E(la) ·(lb) + E(lh) ·(la) + E(lb) ·(la)) 

a v,v1 , ] 1 1 ), , ] 1 1 J, . 
t me 

(92) 

Here we see that vv< 2a) can indeed be similar in magnitude to the other second order 
terms even if vv(la) and vv(lb) are small compared with the other first order terms. 
vv<2a) must therefore be retained in the momentum equation. Fourier-Laplace trans
forming the current equation ( 90), the momentum equation ( 91) and the energy equation 
(92), eliminating v< 2a) and vv< 2a), and subtracting the linear plasma response to wave 
[20"] we find the new fluid expression for the source current where, as before, we ignore 
the terms involving the sum frequency: 

(93) 

+ j(lb) X B(la') + j(la') X B(lb)} . 

Comparing expression (93) with (33) we find complete agreement, demonstrating that 
the expression for the source current can be derived correctly by the fluid approach. It 
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is interesting to note that the third to sixth term on the right hand side of (93) (the 
second line) all stem from the term 8{viv/2(Tl}j8ri in (91) which was determined by the 
energy equation (92). 

The most important consideration used in guiding this derivation was that fluid variables 
relating to a particular wave should not include higher order terms relating to other 
waves. This helped to ensure that no second order terms were lost in the manipulations. 
The failure of the previous fluid approach was primarily due to the inappropriate use 
of the fluid velocity as one of the fluid variables. As pointed out earlier, this variable 
cannot be related to a single wave only, but contains second order terms from all waves 
present. Its use led among other errors to an incorrect expression for the scattering 
due to the interaction of E(la') with n(tb) which is in many cases the dominant term. 
Further errors were introduced by the omission of the pressure term in the momentum 
equation which left out terms of the same order as those included in the traditional fluid 
expression for the source current. 

4.2 Magnetized plasma 

For a magnetized plasma we again derive the expression for the electron flux, v( 2(Tl, 
associated with wave [2a] from the momentum and energy equations (86) and (87), but 
now assume that B(o) =:J 0. Including only second order terms and only cross terms in 
first order variables we find that the momentum equation gives 

0. (94) 

From the energy equation we find 

-~(8 8 + f: 8. ) (-(la)E(lb) + -(lb)E(la)) 
zk Jl Vzl Jk V{ k V[ k 

1ne 
0. (95) 

Fourier-Laplace transforming equation (94) gives 
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(96) 

+J::_ .. (:---c(la')B(lb) + ~(lb)B(la')) 'k(2u)-.-.(2u-) 
f.IJk VJ k VJ k - Z j V 1 VJ . 

me 

The tensor II is defined in expression (75). Fourier-Laplace transforming equation (95) 
gtves 

· ur .. -.-(2u-) _ qe ( c c c c ) (-(ta')E(tb) -(tb)E(ta')) 
- ZW abtJ V,V1 - - UakUb/ + Va{Vbk V{ k +Vi k 

me 
(97) 

Here the rank four tensor r abij has the form 

(98) 

We have made use here of the symmetry of v;vj with respect to interchange of i and j 
in order to bring r abij into a form which facilitates the finding of the inverse of r (see 
below). 

Orienting the coordinate system such that z = B(o), then r abij can be written 

(99) 

where n = Wc/W 17
• (ij is defined with 1Jij and (ij in expressions ( 44). We define the 

inverse of r abij as the rank four tensor, fij~b' which satisfies the relation 

This tensor has the form 

r-1 
ijab 1 

_
1

4
!12 [ -i!l ( Ttia(jb + (ia1Jjb)- 2!12

(ia(jb + (1 - 2!l
2

)Ttia1Jjb] 

+ 
1 

_
1 

!12 [1]ia(jb + (ia1Jjb- i!l((ia(jb + (;a(jb)] + (;a(jb · 

(100) 

(101) 

Solving for vv<2u-) in (97), inserting the resulting expression in (96) and solving for 
v<2u-) in this equation we find the flux and thus the current associated with wave [2o']. 
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